2. Cinema: Films Made by Women Screenwriters, Directors, and Producers: Malaysia (Khoo, Gaik Cheng)
3. Cinema: Films Made by Women Screenwriters, Directors, and Producers: Morocco (Khannous, Touria)
5. Cinema: Representations in Commercial Films: India (Das, Srijana Mitra)
6. Construction of Individual Women as Iconic Representatives: Overview: Southeast Asia (Hooker, Virginia)
7. Construction of Individual Women as Iconic Representatives: Arab World (Valassopoulos, Anastasia)
10. Construction of Individual Women as Iconic Representatives: Malaysia (Campbell, Christine)
11. Laboring Practices: Southeast Asia (Ford, Michele)
13. New Modes of Communication: Web Representations and Blogs: Overview (Piela, Anna)
14. New Modes of Communication: Web Representations and Blogs: Iran (Amir-Ebrahimi, Masserat)
15. New Modes of Communication: Web Representations and Blogs: North Africa (Skalli, Loubna H.)
17. Production of Knowledge: States, Discourses, Policies: United States and United Kingdom (Ware, Vron)
18. Religious Practices: Ablution and Purification: Prayer, Fasting, and Piety: Central Arab States and Egypt (Kaya, Laura Pearl)
20. Representations: Memoirs, Autobiographies, and Biographies: Arab World (Telmissany, May)
21. Representations: Memoirs, Autobiographies, Biographies: Writing in Another Language: Iranian Women Writing in English (Bennett, Sharareh Frouzesh and Rahimieh, Nasrin)
22. Representations: Memoirs, Autobiographies, and Biographies: Writing in Another Language: Palestinians Writing in English (Makdisi, Jean Said)
23. Political-Social Movements Religious Associations: Argentina (del Mar Logroño Narbona, Maria)
24. Production of Knowledge: Non-Governmental Organizations: Bangladesh (Siddiqi, Dina)
25. Production of Knowledge: Non-Governmental Organizations: Iraq (Al-Ali, Nadje)
26. Production of Knowledge on Women: Non-Governmental Organizations: Lebanon (Obeid, Michelle)
27. Production of Knowledge on Women: Non-Governmental Organizations: Maghrib (Hessini, Leila)
29. Representations: Visual Arts: Television: Canada (Zine, Jasmin and Bala, Asma)